
“Hopeful Space”
Adapting to Virtual Performances with Confidence

Story Crossroads Spectacular - virtual
Multi-streaming Virtual Concerts
90-minute Virtual Workshops
Sliding Scale Fees
Pre-recorded, “Forever”
YouTube Premiere

Story Crossroads Festival - virtual/in-person

Consider student/teacher membership
with Story Crossroads
storycrossroads.org/member

Feedback Form for this Workshop:
tinyurl.com/HopefulSpacefeedback

Lessons Learned

Performing virtually is 3-5 times harder than a live
event. Your energy will be tested so plan
accordingly. Make sure you are framed nicely on
the screen. You can still do close-up and
stepping-back.

Stand - whenever possible - when performing. Or at
least sit at the edge of your seat to line up your
diaphragm and lungs.

Your sound is more important than your video.
Fuzzy video can be overlooked if the sound is crisp.

Almost anything can be adapted to be virtual.

You need to pre-record or perform livestreamed?
Do your practices on Zoom - even if by yourself -
and record it with all the mistakes and stumblesI.
You can do group coaching while you record or can
share this practice clip to others. I recommend
http://www.wetransfer.com (free, up to 2 GB).

Encourage response through the chat or other
virtual features of the online platform.

Your performance/event is never “Done.” When
virtual or even recorded, you can still give yourself
permission to play with it.

Besides the Performance Itself -

Camera - built-in cameras of your device could be sharp enough, know exactly where your camera is
so you can look directly into it, explore your “space” and discover the “edges”

Microphone - always do a sound check, settings could change unbeknownst to you

Background - best to be “real” than “virtual,” not too cluttered

Internet - connect with an Ethernet cord (recommend category 6+) rather than relying on Wi-fi

Lighting - trio lights are best, even if not professional
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Audience Connection

● Use of story itself - and discovering why you love or are moved by what you are sharing
● Personal experiences
● Connect to current event in some way
● Emphasize imagery - verbal descriptions and/or virtual sharing of screen
● Link a line or so to whoever spoke before you
● Be humorous - but only if this is a natural trait of yours
● Vary your pacing to give the audience a chance to breathe/absorb and be excited
● Reveal what one or more character has learned as a result of what you are sharing WITHOUT

preaching or having a feel of “this is what YOU will learn” as it’s best for audience to determine
their own meanings

● Share a little why you love it instead of keeping that to yourself

Resources for Performers

● Professional Video Tips For Work-From-Home Videos, from Jessica Robinson:
www.capture-video.com/2020/04/10/professional-video-tips-work-from-home-videos/

● Solo performer Don Reed (HBO, Snap Judgement) with Zoom tips for storytellers and solo
performers: https://youtu.be/mB6Acr550C8

● Musician Dave Ruch has been doing school assemblies via Zoom since 2016: “How to Perform for
27,000 Kids (from your basement)”

● Storyteller Jim Brule provides tech advice to artists discovering online opportunities via “Office
Hours.” Find past Office Hours on Jim’s YouTube Channel or learn more at Artists Standing Strong
Together

● Don White’s free Monday Classes/Discussions for any performing artist to survive and thrive during
this time, reach out to David Tamulevich (Agent) - david@tamulevich.com

Other Considerations

● Need a virtual spinning wheel to draw names? https://wheelofnames.com/
● Need to have the audience choose an object (card, slip of paper, prop)? Then remember to

do a top/bottom or a top/middle/bottom approach.
● Worried about whether or not someone is showing themselves on the screen? In the

beginning of shutdown, people were more open to share video but lately people either are
choosing to turn video on for performers to assess the audience's engagement. Biggest reasons
appear to be: peer pressure, multi-tasking, unstable Internet connections, and subconsciousness
of home settings. Through socio-economics, some people could be calling into Zoom rather than
the Zoom app or have older computers that make it impossible to do video. We can encourage but
realize and understand these other reasons.

● Made a mistake? If it is pre-recorded, then you can simply re-do. Though, if livestreamed or
in-person, you can carry on as if nothing happened. You can raise your hand as a visual signal and
fix it without apology, especially if a more serious piece. Finally, you can make a game of it and
count mistakes for humor.
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